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Abstract. This paper sets out a programme of work in the area of dependability. The research is to be pursued under the aegis of a six-year Inter-Disciplinary Research Collaboration funded by the UK Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council. The research considers computer-based systems which comprise humans as well as hardware and software. The aim here is to indicate how formal methods ideas, coupled with structuring proposals, can help address a problem which clearly also requires social science input.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT

Reasoning about interference

This section summarises earlier work on formal development methods for concurrent systems.

The essence of concurrency is interference: shared-variable programs must be designed so as to tolerate state changes; communication-based concurrency shifts the interference to that from messages. One possible way of specifying interference is to use rely/guarantee-conditions (see [Jon83, Sti88, Ste90, Xu92, Col94, Din99]).

Programming language designers have proposed a series of increasingly sophisticated constructs to control interference; the case for using object-oriented constructs is set out in [Jon93].

Faults as interference

The essence of this section is to argue that faults can be viewed as interference in the same way that concurrent processes bring about changes beyond the control of the process whose specification and design are being considered. Without yet proposing notation for each case, a range of motivating examples are considered.

The first example is one that re-awakened this author’s interest in considering faults as interference. Faced with the task of specifying a traffic light system, many computer scientists would confine themselves to the control system and specify the signals which must be emitted. Michael Jackson (see [Jac00]) considers the wider issues of the correct wiring of the control system to the physical
lights and the initial state of these lights units. One could widen the specification
to address the overall light system (at one level the requirement is that at least
one light must always be red) and record assumptions (as rely-conditions) which
state that emitting a signal implies that the light unit changes state. Recording
such a rely-condition does not itself result in a dependable system but it en-
sures that the assumptions are recorded and use of proof rules for development
of concurrency should ensure that there are no further hidden assumptions. In
fact, one could take this example further by specifying that the real requirement
is to reduce the probability of a crash to a certain level and then record proba-
bilities that drivers behave in certain ways when faced with red lights (see, for
example, [MMS96] for ways of reasoning about probabilities in design).

A second –trivial– example should again illustrate the shift of view in doc-
umenting assumptions. Rather than specifying a control system in terms of
the readings delivered by measuring devices, it might be preferable to speci-
fy the overall system in terms of the actual temperature etc. and provide a
rely-condition which records the acceptable tolerance on the measuring device.
Here again, the message is to expose the assumptions.

A more realistic example can be given in the same domain: it would be
common for such sensors to be deployed using “triple modular redundancy”. The
viewpoint of recording the assumptions would suggest that a rely-condition
should state that two roughly equal measurements are far less likely to be in
error than one which is wildly different (or is perhaps some distinguished error
value).

As well as the primary message that exposing assumptions will force their
consideration, there is the clear advantage that checking that such rely-conditions
are adequate to prove that a system will meet its overall specification will check
for any missed assumptions.

Fault containment and recovery

Significant work has been done on designing architectures for fault-containment
and recovery – see for example [Ran75, XRR+99].

Human errors and their containment

The work in the Dependability Interdisciplinary Research Collaboration on which
we are embarking will address not just dependable computer systems but will
also consider wider systems where the role of the humans involved is seen as criti-
cal to overall system dependability. The need for this is emphasized by [Mac94]
which reports a large number of computer related accidents which resulted in
death and notes that in the majority of cases the key problem related more to the
interaction between people and computers than a specific hardware or software
malfunction.

There are of course many examples of where a program tries to guard against
inadvertent errors of its users: the check in many operating systems asking a
user to confirm the request to delete files or the need to retype a new password (being invisible there is no other check) are trivial instances. More interesting is the architecture of the overall system known as Pen& Pad [HRH+90] in which software is programmed to warn against possible misprescription of drugs by doctors: no attempt was made to automate prescription but the system would check against dangerous cocktails or specific drugs which might not be tolerable to some other condition that is indicated on the patient’s record.

The logical extension of the work outlined in the two preceding sections on purely computer systems is to aim for a more systematic treatment of human errors. Fortunately the work of psychologists like Reason (see [Rea90]) in categorising human errors offers the hope of describing and reasoning about the sort of human errors against which a system is designed to guard. The objective would be to minimise the risk of the errors of the computer system and (groups of) humans “lining up” in the way indicated in [Rea97].

Further research

There are many further areas of research related to the themes above. For example:

- Both pre and rely-conditions can record assumptions but if they become complex they might be a warning that an interface has become too messy (cf. [CJ00]) – ways of evaluating interfaces and architectures are needed (see [SG96]).
- The idea of using rely-conditions to record failure assumptions occurred to the author in a connection with a control system some years ago. One reason for not describing the idea more publicly was that there often appears to be a mismatch of abstraction levels between the specification and the error inducing level. There needs to be more research on whether this can be avoided.
- The role of malicious attacks is being considered in the IST-funded MAFTIA project.
- A key area of system “misuse” is where the user has an incorrect model of what is going on inside the combined control/controlled system – minimizing this risk must be an objective.
- Progress in modelling the human mind (e.g. [CS94]) should be tracked.
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